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	[image: ]Schaum's Outline of Programming With C++, 9780070308374 (0070308373), McGraw-Hill, 1996
This Schaum's Outline presents all the fundamental concepts of the current ANSI standard version of the C++ programming language. This is an object-oriented extension of the very popular C language, and it promises to grow in popularity. Many complete programs are included. 

       Master programming with C++ with Schaum's--the high-performance study guide.      

 Intended to be used for self study. Includes over 200 examples and solved problems. Conforms to the new ANSI/ISO Standard for C++. Softcover. 

       Master programming with C++ with Schaum's--the high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects! Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores and final grades with these indispensable study guides. Get the edge on your classmates. Use Schaum's! If you don't have a lot of time but want to excel in class, use this book to: brush up before tests; find answers fast; study quickly and more effectively; get the big picture without poring over lengthy textbooks. 

Schaum's Outlines give you the information your teachers expect you to know in a handy and succinct format--without overwhelming you with unnecessary detail. You get a complete overview of the subject. Plus, you get plenty of practice exercises to test your skill. Compatible with any classroom text, Schaum's Outlines let you study at your own pace and remind you of all the important facts you need to remember--fast! And Schaum's Outlines are so complete, they're perfect for preparing for graduate or professional exams. Inside, you will find: full coverage of Computer Science I-II, using the computing language taught by 83% of all colleges; simplified explanations of recursion, logic, polymorphism, algorithms, and more; 470 solved problems in computer science, including step-by-step annotations; examples and worked problems that help you master programming with C++. If you want top grades and a thorough understanding of programming with C++, this powerful study tool is the best tutor you can have!
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Excel for Chemists, with CD-ROM: A Comprehensive GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Reviews from previous editions:


	"Excel for Chemists should be part of any academiclibrary offering courses and programs in Chemistry."

	—Choice


	"I highly recommend the book; treat yourself to it; assign it toa class; give it as a gift."

	—The...
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Sustainable Landscaping For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Sustainable Landscaping For Dummies provides hands-on, how-to instruction for realizing the benefits of a sustainable landscape, from selecting sutainable hardscape materials to installing a rain-water catchment system to choosing native plants.    

       Create a beautiful, sustainable landscape that's easy on your...
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Mobile Government: An Emerging Direction in E-governmentIGI Global, 2007

	Mobility is no longer a technological revolution. It is more about how businesses and governments can provide a better social infrastructure through mobile applications and services. While e-government was an important step taken by many governments, provision of services through mobile technologies is now inevitable. Public demand for...
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Better PowerPoint (R): Quick Fixes Based On How Your Audience ThinksOxford University Press, 2010

	Presentations: We´ve all sat through them, wondering why we´re there; or
	we´ve given them, wondering whether the audience cares. This is a book
	about how to make presentations effective and therefore more interesting to
	the audience members.


	Years ago, I was at a conference where one of the most...
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Polymeric Materials: Surfaces, Interfaces and BioapplicationsMdpi AG, 2019

	
		This book collects the articles published in the Special Issue "Polymeric Materials: Surfaces, Interfaces and Bioapplications". It shows the advances in polymeric materials, which have tremendous applications in agricultural films, food packaging, dental restoration, antimicrobial systems, and tissue engineering. These...
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Harnessing the Potential of Digital Post-Millennials in the Future Workplace (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2019

	
		This book offers strategic leaders with essential information for their most important role:  the change management function of positioning the organization for success into the future. To do so, leaders need to sort through a myriad of forecasts, predictions and weak indicators of change to make timely decisions. This volume...
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